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Summary
Competitive and facilitative interactions influence
bacterial community composition, diversity and func-
tioning. However, the role of genetic diversity for
determining interactions between coexisting strains
of the same, or closely related, species remains
poorly understood. Here, we investigated the type
(facilitative/inhibitory) and potential underlying mech-
anisms of pairwise interactions between 24 geneti-
cally diverse bacterial strains belonging to three
genospecies (gsA,C,E) of the Rhizobium
leguminosarum species complex. Interactions were
determined indirectly, based on secreted compounds
in cell-free supernatants, and directly, as growth inhi-
bition in cocultures. We found supernatants mediated
both facilitative and inhibitory interactions that varied
greatly between strains and genospecies. Overall,
gsE strains indirectly suppressed growth of gsA
strains, while their own growth was facilitated by
other genospecies’ supernatants. Similar
genospecies-level patterns were observed in direct
competition, where gsA showed the highest suscepti-
bility and gsE the highest inhibition capacity. At the
genetic level, increased gsA susceptibility was asso-
ciated with a non-random distribution of quorum
sensing and secondary metabolite genes across gen-
ospecies. Together, our results suggest that genetic
variation is associated with facilitative and competi-
tive interactions, which could be important ecological
mechanisms explaining R. leguminosarum diversity.
Introduction
Bacteria predominantly exist in complex, diverse commu-
nities where interacting species and genotypes coexist
side by side despite competition for the same resources
and niches (Stubbendieck and Straight, 2016; Gorter
et al., 2020). Bacterial interactions, thus, range from facili-
tative to competitive, affecting diversification, spatial dis-
tribution and abundance of different species and
generating functional attributes at the community level
that might be unobservable when only individual species
are considered (Gorter et al., 2020). The effects of bacte-
rial interactions can further cascade through trophic net-
works, affecting pathogen or symbiont abundance and
their ability to interact with their eukaryotic hosts (Van
Der Heijden et al., 2008; Jousset et al., 2011; Becker
et al., 2012; Peters et al., 2012; Braga et al., 2016; Lee
et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2017). For example, increased
antagonistic interactions within communities of Pseudo-
monas fluorescens, a plant mutualist with the ability to
inhibit plant pathogenic bacteria, led to a reduction in
bacterial density and loss of plant protection from patho-
gens (Becker et al., 2012). In addition, facilitative interac-
tions have been observed between two symbionts of the
marine oligochaete, Olavius algarvensis, generating an
endosymbiotic syntrophic sulphur cycle which aids the
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Understanding the link between genetic and phenotypic variation is
central for evolutionary ecology. While functional differences
between different bacterial species have been widely characterized,
the role of genetic diversity in determining functional differences
between different strains of the same, and closely related, species is
less well understood. Here we show that genetic variation within the
R. leguminosarum species complex is associated with differences
facilitative and competitive interactions, which are more consistent at
the genospecies compared to strain level. These interaction differ-
ences could be further statistically associated with variation in meta-
bolic capacity and the presence of several genes associated with
direct inhibition and cell-to-cell quorum sensing signalling. Together,
our results demonstrate a clear link between genetic and phenotypic
variation in R. leguminosarum, suggesting that competition and facili-
tation could be important ecological drivers behind R.
leguminosarum diversification.
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hosts in the removal of undesirable fermentation end
products, providing energy and increased protein yields
for both symbionts (Dubiller et al., 2001). Previous stud-
ies have predominantly investigated bacterial interactions
at the species level, focusing on species richness and
community composition using, for example, 16S rRNA
amplicon sequencing (Langille et al., 2013; Birtel
et al., 2015; Burke and Darling, 2016; Fuks et al., 2018).
However, bacterial species are highly diverse and this
intraspecies genetic variation is often adaptive and linked
with variation in bacterial fitness (Levin, 1988; Rainey
and Travisano, 1993). As a result, acknowledging both
intra- and interspecies bacterial diversity is vital for under-
standing microbial community dynamics from assembly
to functioning (Jousset et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2016;
Stubbendieck and Straight, 2016; Gorter et al., 2020).
Inter- and intraspecific competition between bacterial
strains is mediated via two main mechanisms. First,
strains can compete indirectly in an exploitative manner
via shared resources, where more competitive strains
reduce the abundance of less competitive strains, having
a positive effect on their own frequency within the popula-
tion (Hibbing et al., 2010; Checcucci et al., 2017). Geneti-
cally similar strains are thought to exert stronger
competition for shared resources due to higher niche
overlap of metabolic capabilities (Griffin et al., 2004).
Such indirect interactions have mostly been studied in
pairwise cultures, where the growth of the focal strain of
interest is assayed under exposure to the supernatant
of the other microbes (Plazinski and Rolfe, 1985;
Bladergroen et al., 2003; Yadav et al., 2005; Abd-Alla
et al., 2014; Homa et al., 2019). Bacteria can also interact
via interference (direct) competition, whereby strains
actively prevent one another’s growth in cocultures
(Ghoul and Mitri, 2016; Checcucci et al., 2017). For
example, bacterial species can carry temperate phages
that could potentially suppress the growth of sensitive
strains (Schwinghamer and Brockwell, 1978; Burns
et al., 2015). In addition, broad-spectrum antibiotics are
well known to prevent the growth of other competing spe-
cies and consequently alter community composition
(Slattery et al., 2001; Hibbing et al., 2010; Tyc
et al., 2014). Some strains produce bacteriocins, which
are growth-inhibitory agents active only against closely
related strains (Hirsch, 1979; Riley and Gordon, 1999;
Gardner et al., 2004; Portella et al., 2009; Dobson
et al., 2012). Similarly to broad-spectrum antibiotics, bac-
teriocins can strongly inhibit the growth of sensitive
strains, change strain community composition, and addi-
tionally influence competition for host colonization
(Schwinghamer and Brockwell, 1978; Hirsch, 1979;
Triplett and Barta, 1987; Wilson et al., 1998; Oresnik
et al., 1999; Riley and Gordon, 1999; Gardner
et al., 2004; Gillor et al., 2009). Therefore, competition
within and between species is an important determinant
of microbial community functioning.
While competition is generally the most common inter-
action between strains (Foster and Bell, 2012), bacteria
can also interact in a facilitative manner whereby interac-
tions between organisms benefit at least one, and do not
harm any, of the interacting individuals (Bruno
et al., 2003; Elias and Banin, 2012; Zee and
Bever, 2014). Facilitative interactions occurring between
closely related individuals within a community include
cooperative interactions that can be favoured by kin
selection (Strassmann et al., 2011; Zee and
Bever, 2014); these are often mediated by production of
public goods, such as iron-scavenging siderophores, pro-
viding benefits for genetically related cooperating individ-
uals (Lamont et al., 2002; Harrison et al., 2008; Joshi
et al., 2008; Kramer et al., 2019). Public goods produc-
tion is often mediated through secretion of quorum sens-
ing (QS) chemical signalling molecules that increase in
concentration in a cell density-dependent manner leading
to altered gene expression and coordinated population-
level behaviour (Miller and Bassler, 2001; Wisniewski-
Dyé and Downie, 2002; Hmelo, 2017; Girard
et al., 2019). Facilitative, mutualistic or unidirectional,
interactions can also occur between more distantly
related species within a community, and these are often
mediated via syntrophic interactions where waste prod-
ucts from one strain can be metabolized by another strain
(Rosenzweig et al., 1994; Bruno et al., 2003; Morris
et al., 2013; Harcombe et al., 2018; Silva et al., 2019;
Koch et al., 2020). Facilitative interactions can be
maintained in communities due to spatial structure of the
environment, which increases the likelihood that geneti-
cally similar individuals, or mutually dependent species,
are located close to each other (Zee and Bever, 2014;
Dolinšek et al., 2016; Nadell et al., 2016). Such spatial
structuring has also been shown to be important for spe-
cies coexistence and early colonization of host-
associated environments (Larkin and Martiny, 2017;
Speare et al., 2018). While interspecific interactions tend
to be more often competitive than facilitative (Foster and
Bell, 2012), such patterns are relatively unexplored
between genotypes of the same species.
To study the role of genetic diversity for competitive
and facilitative interactions, we focused on Rhizobium
leguminosarum, which is a bacterial symbiont capable of
providing accessible nitrogen to legumes in return for car-
bon (Lupwayi et al., 2006; Mishra et al., 2013). Previous
work has shown that natural rhizobium populations in the
soil are often very diverse (Kumar et al., 2015) and
strains previously categorized as R. leguminosarum form
a species complex of at least 18 genospecies that are
separated by average nucleotide values below 96%
(Kumar et al., 2015; Cavassim et al., 2019; Young
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et al., 2021). Up to five of these genospecies have been
documented to live in sympatry in rhizosphere (Kumar
et al., 2015; Boivin et al., 2020; Cavassim et al., 2020),
and they include host-specific symbiovars that nodulate
clover (Rhizobium leguminosarum symbiovar trifolii; Rlt)
and vetch (Rhizobium leguminosarum symbiovar viciae).
Multiple factors including plant species and varieties
(Miranda-Sanchez et al., 2016; Vuong et al., 2017; Clúa
et al., 2018), soil abiotic properties (Rice et al., 1977;
Harrison et al., 1989; Xiong et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2019),
agricultural management practices (Kiers et al., 2002;
Shu et al., 2012; Weese et al., 2015), and microbial com-
petition (Schwinghamer and Brockwell, 1978; Wilson
et al., 1998; Hibbing et al., 2010) could drive and main-
tain rhizobial diversity, providing different ecological
opportunities. Here, we studied variation in facilitative
and competitive interactions between 24 Rlt strains
belonging to three distinct genospecies (gsA, gsC and
gsE) (Kumar et al., 2015; Cavassim et al., 2020) isolated
from organic (all genospecies) and conventional farms
(gsC only), using in vitro model systems. To achieve this,
indirect facilitative and inhibitory interactions were char-
acterized by comparing the growth of strains in their own
supernatant compared to their growth in a different
strain’s supernatant. In addition, inhibition zones pro-
duced in direct contact on soft agar plates were quanti-
fied as evidence of direct growth repression by specific
strains. Our main aim was to explore if the observed
genetic variation at the strain (genotype) and gen-
ospecies levels is associated with competitive and facili-
tative interactions and identifying underlying differences
in metabolic capacity and genes, which could potentially
explain this variation.
Results
Indirect facilitative and inhibitory interactions were
observed at both strain and genospecies levels
To assess pairwise indirect interactions between Rlt
strains, supernatant assays were undertaken in
576 pairwise combinations. Strains were chosen from
three genetically distinct genospecies (gsA, gsC, gsE)
isolated from organic farms (referred to as OA, OC and
OE respectively), and gsC from conventionally managed
plots (CC) (Fig. 1A and B). Strain growth in the superna-
tants of other Rlt strains was compared to growth when
the strain was grown in its own supernatant, resulting in a
relative growth index (RGI) (Fig. 1C). RGI measurements
were derived from 62 h growth time point near strains’
carrying capacity. This index correlated with strains’ max-
imum growth rate (R = 0.9) and area under the curve
(R = 0.89) metrics, being a suitable proxy for bacterial
growth and potential competitive ability (Fig. S1). While
both facilitative and inhibitory interactions were identified
(Fig. 2A), interactions were predominantly neutral (i.e., an
RGI of 1; mean RGI: 1.006; Fig. S2A). However, some
strain inoculant and supernatant combinations showed
extreme facilitative or inhibitory interactions: in 55 combi-
nations (9.55%) strains grew worse (RGI < 0.75) and in
another 55 combinations strains grew better (RGI > 1.25)
in other strains’ supernatants, indicative of inhibitory and
facilitative interactions respectively.
Inoculant and supernatant interactions were influenced
by individual strain differences (inoculant strain effect:
X219,18 = 354.82, p < 0.001; supernatant strain
effect: X219,18 = 246.01, p < 0.001). For example, strain
SM168A (OE) showed a strong strain identity effect when
acting as the inoculant and supernatant. The strain grew
better on average in other supernatant treatments than in
its own [Fig. 3; RGIinoculant = 1.381, 95% confidence
interval (CI) = 1.316–1.446], and its supernatant highly
suppressed the growth of other strains on average
(Fig. 3; RGIsupernatant = 0.883, 95% CI = 0.858–0.908).
Conversely, strain SM154C (OA) grew significantly worse
in other supernatant treatments on average (Fig. 3;
RGIinoculant = 0.612, 95% CI = 0.580–0.644), and its
supernatant facilitated growth of other strains (Fig. 3;
RGIsupernatant = 1.269, 95% CI = 1.223–1.315). To con-
firm these individual strain effects were not the result of
differences in strain growth rate causing a quicker deple-
tion of resources, we calculated the average maximum
growth rates for SM168 and SM154C strains growth in
the control 100% TY treatment. We found that SM154C
had a faster growth rate than SM168 (SM154C: 0.0055
OD600nm/h, SM168A: 0.0049 OD600nm/h), and conse-
quently, this pattern is unlikely a result of resources
depletion differences between the strains. In addition, we
compared the relationship between strains’ inhibitory and
facilitative capacity. Overall, a negative correlation was
observed between the supportiveness of an Rlt strain’s
supernatant and its growth as an inoculant (Fig. 3; linear
regression: coeffRGIsup = 0.8387, p < 0.001), indicative
of a negative relationship between the capability to be
facilitated by other strains and strains’ inhibitory capacity.
Interactions were significantly influenced by gen-
ospecies (inoculant*supernatant genospecies effect:
X219,9 = 102.5, p < 0.001; Fig. S3A; Table S1). OE
strains were the most facilitated in the supernatants of
other strains (Fig. S3A), and on average their superna-
tants consistently suppressed OA strains’ growth (com-
pared to OA inoculants in OA supernatants as the model
intercept reference level; coeffsupOE: estimate = 0.382,
t = 6.791, p < 0.001). Parametric bootstrapping of 95%
confidence intervals further confirmed that the growth
inhibition of OA inoculants in OE supernatants was a reli-
able effect (Table S10). In addition, OE inoculants dis-
played facilitated growth in OA supernatants, and this
© 2021 The Authors. Environmental Microbiology published by Society for Applied Microbiology and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.,
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Fig 1. Legend on next page.
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effect was also confirmed to be a reliable effect
(coeffinocOE: estimate = 0.209, t = 3.08, p < 0.01;
Table S10). To ensure genospecies effects were not
influenced by strongly interacting individual strains,
SM168A and SM154C were omitted, and the model was
re-calculated. Despite strain exclusion, interactions
remained similar and statistically significant, indicative of
true genospecies-level interactions (Table S2;
Table S10). It was also found that OA strains grew to
lower densities in OE supernatants than in 50% TY con-
trol treatments (Fig. S5). This suggests that OA growth
inhibition was not purely due to nutrient resource deple-
tion but also associated with inhibition through secre-
tions. The effect of farming practice origin (conventional
and organic isolates) on strain interactions was also
tested with genospecies C strains as previous studies
have identified that diversity and metabolic capability of
bacterial populations can differ depending on agricultural
management practice (Kennedy and Smith, 1995; Palmer
and Young, 2000; Depret et al., 2004; Schmidt
et al., 2019). No significant effects were found (Table S3;
Table S4; Fig. S3A) and gsC strains isolated from both
organic (OC) and conventional (CC) farms grew to similar
densities on average in the supernatants of other strains
compared to their own (Fig. S4B; Table S3).
Furthermore, the type of interaction between strains
(facilitative, inhibitory, or neutral) was significantly associ-
ated with the genetic relatedness between strains, and
the specific genospecies pairs (F536,543 = 5.878,
p < 0.001; Table S5; Fig. S2B). For example, when OA
inoculant strains interacted with supernatants from differ-
ent genospecies groups (OC, OE or CC), they showed a
greater growth inhibition with increasing genetic dissimi-
larity (OA – other gs group: slope = 293.6, p < 0.0001;
Table S6). OC inoculant strains also showed a similar
association when interacting with supernatants from other
genospecies, displaying greater growth inhibition with
increased genetic dissimilarity, whereas CC inoculant
strains showed no association with genetic relatedness
(OC – other gs group: slope = 1.443, p < 0.01; CC –
other gs group: slope = 0.718, p > 0.05; Table S6).
The effect of OE inoculants in other genospecies’ super-
natants was not significantly associated with the genetic
relatedness (OE – other gs group: slope = 63.1,
p > 0.05; Table S6), and this was likely because OE
displayed the relatively strongest inhibitory ability across
all tested strains. Furthermore, these trends were
maintained even when SM168A and SM154C
were removed (Table S6). In contrast to genospecies
level interactions, interactions within genospecies were
not strongly associated with the genetic relatedness
(OA–OA: slope = 0.7, p > 0.05; OC–OC: slope = 1.8,
p > 0.05; OE-OE: slope = 0.8, p > 0.05; CC–CC:
slope = 0.4, p > 0.05; Table S6; Fig. S2B). Together, our
results demonstrate that both facilitative and inhibitory
indirect interactions were common at both strain and gen-
ospecies level (specifically OA and OE). In addition, the
effects of relatedness were more important for competi-
tive interactions at the genospecies level.
Direct inhibitory interactions were observed at both
strain and genospecies levels
To assess whether strain interactions could be detected
in direct interference competition, strains were co-
cultured by growing one strain as a soft agar lawn, and
by spotting liquid cultures of other strains on top
and observing whether spotted strains induced zones of
inhibition (Fig. 1D). Inhibition zones of varying sizes were
observed in 92 out of 576 possible strain combinations
(15.97%) after 72 h of growth, while most of the interac-
tions were neutral (Fig. 2B).
Similar to the supernatant growth assays, significant
interactions were observed at both strain and gen-
ospecies levels. Individual strain differences were
observed for both the spotted and the lawn strains (spot
strain effect: X219,18 = 9.59, p < 0.01; lawn strain effect:
X219,18 = 759.68, p < 0.001). The OA strain SM145B,
SM154C and SM144A were the only strains susceptible
to inhibition eliciting inhibition zones of more than 5 mm
by other strains (Fig. 2B). On the other hand, one OA
strain (SM137B) was resistant to inhibition by all other
strains. Only one OE strain (SM149) was susceptible to
inhibition by other strains (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, a single
CC strain (SM53) showed susceptibility to all OE strains
(Fig. 2B). We additionally identified that stains that were
more genetically similar (ANI) were more likely to pro-
duce similar inhibition zone profiles on each soft agar
strain lawn (Fig. S6; linear regression: R2 = 0.1272,
Fig 1. Strain collection (A) metadata, (B) phylogenetic relatedness, and experimental designs for the (C) indirect interaction supernatant assay
and (D) direct interaction spot plating assay. Rhizobium leguminosarum symbiovar trifolii (Rlt) strains were isolated from white clover (Trifolium
repens) root nodules collected from agricultural managements across Denmark. Isolates were categorized by genospecies classification and
environmental treatment (organic management genospecies A = OA; organic management genospecies C = OC, organic management gen-
ospecies E = OE, and conventional management genospecies C = CC). A phylogeny of strains was based on the concatenation of 305 core
genes using the neighbour-joining method from Cavassim et al. (2020). (i) calculates the relative growth index (RGI) of strain i in the strain
j supernatant compared to growth in its own supernatant, and (ii) calculates the RGI of strain i in the strain j supernatant compared to growth in
the 50% Tryptone Yeast broth control treatment. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
© 2021 The Authors. Environmental Microbiology published by Society for Applied Microbiology and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.,
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Fig 2. Evaluation of indirect and direct pairwise interactions of 24 Rlt strains. (A) All strains were grown in Tryptone Yeast broth depleted by other
strains (supernatant). Indirect strain interactions were measured by calculating the relative growth indices (RGIs) of strains inoculated into each
other’s supernatants (n = 5). High RGI values denote for high inoculant strain growth. (B) The mean diameter of inhibition zones (mm) produced
by strains spotted onto soft agar lawns of other strains. The size of the circles indicates the diameter of the inhibition zones. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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coeffANI = 74.555, p < 0.001). Overall, strains predomi-
nantly displayed stronger strain identity effects in direct
interactions compared to indirect interactions. However,
strains with the strongest identity effects were all from the
same genospecies (OA).
At the genospecies level, significant interactions were
also observed (spot * lawn genospecies effect:
X219,9 = 95.933, p < 0.001; Fig. S3B; Table S7). OA
strains were the most susceptible to inhibition by other
strains (Fig. S3B), while the OE strains were the most
inhibitory on OA agar lawns (compared to OA spots on
OA lawns as the model reference level; coeffspotOE: esti-
mate = 4.203, t = 9.80, p < 0.001; Table S10). Similarly,
OE strains were able to inhibit at least one strain in each
genospecies group, except for OC strains, which were
resistant to inhibition by all other strains (Fig. 3B;
Fig. S4C and D). OA strains’ susceptibility was largely
driven by the three highly susceptible strains (SM145B,
SM154C and SM144A). Similar to the supernatant
assays, farming practice had no effect on strain suscepti-
bility or inhibitory capacity within genospecies C strains (-
Table S8; Table S9; Fig. S3B). One exception to this was
that OC strains were able to produce on average signifi-
cantly slightly larger inhibition zones than CC strains on
OA soft agar lawns (Table S8). Moreover, the size of the
inhibition zone was positively correlated with the strains’
RGI in the supernatant assays, indicative of a positive
relationship between direct inhibition and ability to be
facilitated by the supernatant of others (Fig. S7). More-
over, the slope of this association was stronger when the
strains were more inhibitory on average (inhibition zones
with a diameter more than 5 mm (Fig. S7; linear regres-
sion: R2 = 0.344, coeffRGI = 8.541, p < 0.001) compared
to less than 5 mm (Fig. S7; linear regression:
R2 = 0.1919, coeffRGI = 2.751, p < 0.05). Together,
these results show that direct pairwise interactions were
qualitatively similar to indirect supernatant assays and
mainly mediated by relatively strong interactions between
the relatively most susceptible OA and the most inhibitory
OE genospecies.
The most inhibitory OE strains displayed the greatest
metabolic capacity compared to other genospecies
To compare the overall metabolic capacity of different
genospecies the growth of all strains was determined in
31 single substrates important for the growth in microbial
communities using Ecoplates (Biolog Hayward, CA, USA,
Fig. S8). On average, OE strains could metabolize a sig-
nificantly higher number of single substrates than OA
strains (Kruskal–Wallis X2 = 7.940, df = 3, p-value
<0.05; Dunn’s post hoc p < 0.05; no significant difference
with OC or CC strains). Furthermore, OE strains dis-
played a higher metabolic capacity than CC strains in
terms of higher Average Well Colour Development
(AWCD; Fig. 4A; Kruskal–Wallis: X2 = 9.3349, df = 3,
p < 0.05; Dunn’s post hoc: adjusted p < 0.05). No signifi-
cant difference was observed between the overall meta-
bolic capacity of gsC strains isolated from organic
(OC) or conventional (CC) sites. The overall metabolic
capacity correlated positively with strains’ ability to grow
on other strains’ supernatant, suggesting the potential for
cross-feeding (Fig. 4B; PGLS regression:
coeffRGI = 0.162538, t = 3.0574, p < 0.01, Lambda
ML = 0.161). We further analysed the metabolic capaci-
ties of all strains using principal components analysis
(PCA) by averaging single-substrate data over six
resource type groups: amines, amino-acids, carbohy-
drates, carboxylic acids, complex carbon sources and
phosphate carbon sources (Table S11). The first two
principal components explained 76% of the total vari-
ance. While most of the genospecies groups did not differ
from each other, OE strains were found to significantly
differ from CC strains (Fig. 4C; Table S12; PER-
MANOVA: F3,22 = 3.8293, p < 0.01; post hoc adjusted
p < 0.05). The separation of OE strains along the PC1
was associated with overall higher amino acid, carbohy-
drate and phosphate carbon metabolism (Fig. 4D), and
Fig 3. The supportiveness of Rlt strain supernatants for growth of
other strains correlate negatively with their own growth as inoculants.
Growth of inoculant was calculated by averaging the RGI of strain
i when grown in all other supernatant treatments (excluding control
Tryptone Yeast broth treatments). Supportiveness of supernatant
was calculated by averaging the RGI of all other strains grown in the
supernatant of strain i. Strains are grouped by genospecies and
environmental treatment. Grey line displays the regression line fit by
linear model, and error bars display 95% confidence intervals. RGI
calculation is provided in the methods. [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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glycyl-L-glutamic acid (amino acid group) and Tween
40 (complex carbon sources) contributed most to the var-
iance of PC1 and PC2 respectively (Fig. S9). Interest-
ingly, metabolic similarity (calculated by Euclidean
distance of 31 single substrate treatment OD values) did
not strongly correlate with the genetic similarity of strains
measured by average nucleotide identity (Mantel R
statistic = 0.275, p > 0.05), which suggests that relat-
edness was not linked with strains’ ability to compete for
these resources. Together, these results suggest that the
most inhibitory genospecies OE also had the highest
metabolic capacity.
Using comparative genomics to identify potential genetic
mechanisms underlying interactions between strains
and genospecies
To explore the underlying mechanisms behind indirect
and direct interactions, the presence of genes associated
with secondary metabolite clusters, known rhizobial bac-
teriocins and prophages were identified using compara-
tive genomics (see Experimental Procedures). In
addition, the presence of genes linked to quorum-sensing
pathways was analysed, as QS systems can be linked to
both facilitative and inhibitory interactions between
strains.
Fig 4. Metabolic differences between Rlt genospecies groups. (A) Number of substrates metabolized, and metabolic capacity (average well col-
our development) was calculated across 31 single substrate growth treatments for 23 Rlt strains grouped by their genospecies and environmental
treatment. (B) The average RGI of an inoculant strain in all other supernatant treatments correlated with the strain’s ability to metabolize the
31 carbon substrates (correlation coefficient R = 0.55, p > 0.01, regression line shows linear model fit). (C) Principal components analysis for
metabolic capacity of 31 single substrate treatments averaged across six resource type groups. Points show individual strains coloured by gen-
ospecies group. (D) Contribution of different metabolite groups explaining the observed strain-level variance of the first two principal components.
Resource type groups are coloured by their percentage contribution of the total variance for principal components 1 and 2. Individual substrates
within each resource type group can be found in Table S11. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Several secondary metabolite biosynthesis gene clus-
ters were identified in some or all strains using
antiSMASH (Fig. 5A) (Blin et al., 2019), including Type III
polyketide synthases (T3PKS), bacteriocin, terpene,
arylopolyene, ectoine, homoserine lactones
(hserlactones), proteusin, pheganomycin-style protein
ligase-containing cluster (fused) and non-ribosomal pep-
tide synthetase (NRPS) clusters (Table S13). Clusters
associated with homoserine lactones were the most
abundant secondary metabolite biosynthesis gene clus-
ters in all strains. Bacteriocin and proteusin gene clusters
were not found in CC strains but were present in all other
genospecies groups. In addition, all OA strains lacked
NRPS clusters, whereas at least one NRPS cluster could
be identified in OE and CC strains, and clusters
appeared sporadically in OC strains. Only all OE strains
contained an NRPS gene cluster with 100% antiSMASH
similarity to the gene cluster encoding the synthesis of
the siderophore, Vicibactin (Fig. 5A), which is used to
sequester iron in the rhizosphere (Heemstra et al., 2009;
Wright et al., 2013). However, by BLASTn search,
fhuBCD genes encoding Vicibactin siderophore uptake
proteins (Stevens et al., 1999) were found in all strains
(Fig. 5A), with OE strains showing the highest percentage
identities (Supplementary File 2). We further tested
whether Vicibactin gene cluster presence was associated
Fig 5. Percentage identity of Rhizobium leguminosarum bacteriocins and quorum sensing associated genes, and the number of secondary
metabolite gene clusters and phages, found in Rlt strains. (A) Secondary metabolite gene cluster colours correspond to the number of clusters
identified for each type of gene cluster. Secondary metabolite clusters identified to have 100% similarity to known clusters were reported as indi-
vidually in the table (e.g., Vicibactin). fhuBCD genes were identified using BLASTn and reported as present if all three genes were identified with
>90% percentage identity and matching the full length of the query sequences. In addition, from a dataset of 196 Rlt strains (Cavassim
et al., 2020), the percentage of strains in each genospecies containing Vicibactin synthase (vbsS) and fhuBCD (percentage present) is displayed
on the left, with colours corresponding to increasing percentage of strains with the gene in each genospecies. (B) Quorum sensing and bacterio-
cin genes colours correspond to increasing percentage identity of identified genomic regions to reference sequences. Grey boxes highlight genes
that were not present in a specific genome. In addition, the incidence of these genes in 196 Rlt strains is shown on the left. Accession numbers
for quorum sensing associated gene reference sequences can be found in Table S14. (C) Phage colours correspond to the number of prophage
regions of intact, questionable or incomplete quality identified in each strain genome. Strains are grouped according to their genospecies and
environmental treatment (OA, OC, OE, CC). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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with strains’ direct inhibitory interactions (Fig. 2B); how-
ever, we identified no significant association between
Vicibactin gene presence and direct inhibitory ability (-
Table S16), which was likely due to the differences
between genospecies groups being confounded by phy-
logenetic signal correction in the regression model. Sev-
eral gsC strains also contained an NRPS with 100%
antiSMASH similarity to the rhizomideABC synthase clus-
ter in Paraburkholderia spp., which encodes lipopeptides
suggested to have weak inhibitory activity against other
bacterial species such as Staphylococcus aureus and
Bacillus subtilis (Wang et al., 2018).
The presence of known bacteriocins was screened
using BLASTn. The medium bacteriocin was identified in
all 24 strains with a percentage sequence identity varying
between 92.76% and 95.17% to the medium bacteriocin
reference sequence (Table S14; Table S15), but all hits
matched only to the last 10% of the query sequence,
suggesting it is unlikely these strains have active medium
bacteriocins. OA strains were found to have a slightly
higher percentage sequence similarity to the reference
sequence compared to OE strains (Fig. 5B; Table S15).
In addition, bacteriocin trifolitoxin genes (tfx) were only
found in OE strain SM135B. However, only the putative
immunity protein tfxG was identified, which suggests that
SM135B could be immune to the effects of trifolitoxin but
unlikely to be able to produce the toxin.
Given that antiSMASH identified many unknown
homoserine lactone clusters, we separately searched for
known R. leguminosarum quorum-sensing N-acyl
homoserine lactone (AHL) synthase genes (cinI, raiI, rhiI,
and traI) and their related regulatory genes (cinR, raiR,
rhiR, and traR) using BLASTn (Fig. 5B; Table S14;
Table S15). The cinI and cinR genes, which encode the
small bacteriocin AHL (3OH-C14:1-HSL) synthase and its
transcriptional regulator, were found in all 24 strains with
high percentage identity to the reference sequence
(Fig. 5B). The raiI/raiR quorum-sensing system was
found to be the second most common system and pre-
sent in 58% of strains, but absent from the OA strains.
Genes expR and cinS, required for raiR expression, were
present in all 24 strains (Fig. 5B). The rhiI/rhiR system,
and the rhizosphere-expressed rhiABC operon
(of undetermined function) that it regulates, was found
exclusively in genospecies C strains (Cubo et al., 1992;
Rodelas et al., 1999). Furthermore, three OA strains
(SM144A, SM154C and SM145B), that showed high sus-
ceptibility to direct inhibition (Fig. 2B), harboured traI, traR
and bisR genes which were only found together in these
strains (Fig. 5B). We additionally found that the presence
of the tra quorum-sensing system in OA strains was sig-
nificantly correlated with the inhibition zone sizes pro-
duced from direct inhibitory strain interactions on OA soft
agar lawns (Table S16). Together, our findings suggest
that the presence of different quorum-sensing signals
potentially influenced the variation in observed competi-
tive strain interactions.
An intact prophage region was detected in two OA
strains, along with one strain each from the OC, OE and
CC groups (Fig. 5C). In addition, multiple prophage
regions were identified as questionable or incomplete
within each genospecies group, with CC strain genomes
containing the largest number of questionable and incom-
plete prophage regions in total (Table S17). However, the
overall number of prophage regions did not correlate with
strains’ ability to suppress other strains (Table S17), and
hence, was unlikely to be linked to observed competitive
interactions.
To evaluate whether gene distributions in the 24 strains
were representative of their wider genospecies diversity,
we further used BLASTn to search for quorum-sensing-,
bacteriocin- and Vicibactin-associated genes in 196 Rlt
strains from Cavassim et al. (2020) (which include the
24 strains used in this study), as these genes displayed a
degree of genospecies specificity within our 24 strains
and suitable reference sequences could be identified to
carry out the analysis (Supplementary File 2). Concurring
with the analysis of the 24 strains, evaluation of
196 strains identified a separation in the distribution
of quorum-sensing genes between genospecies. The
search for raiI/raiR genes across the 196 strains con-
firmed that, as in the 24-strain dataset, these genes were
found in the majority of gsC strains and approximately
half of gsE strains, and were absent from gsA, gsB and
gsD (Fig. 5B; Supplementary File 2). Similarly, analysis
of the 196 strains confirmed that the rhiI/rhiR/rhiABC
genes were only present in gsC strains (Fig. 5B; Supple-
mentary File 2). While only three OA strains carried the
bisR/traI/traR genes in the subset of 24 strains, across
the 196 strains these genes were present in a small pro-
portion of gsA, gsB and gsC strains but absent or incom-
plete from gsD and gsE strains (Fig. 5B; Supplementary
File 2). We also assessed the distribution of the second-
ary metabolite gene, vbsS, which encodes the Vicibactin
siderophore NRPS. All gsB and gsE strains were found
to contain vbsS, whereas less than 10% of gsC strains,
and less than 40% of gsA strains, contained this gene
(Fig. 5A; Supplementary File 2). Furthermore, side-
rophore uptake genes, fhuBCD (Stevens et al., 1999),
were found in all strains, with gsE strains displaying the
relatively highest mean percentage identity, and gsA
showing one of the lowest mean percentage identities
(Fig. 5A; Supplementary File 2). Overall, we identified a
statistically significant, non-random distribution of
quorum-sensing and secondary metabolite genes across
R. leguminosarum genospecies (Table S18), indicative of
a divergence of genes linked to facilitative and competi-
tive interactions.
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Discussion
Here, we investigated the indirect and direct interactions
of Rlt strains. While most of the interactions were neutral,
highly significant facilitative and competitive interactions
were found at both strain and genospecies levels. Espe-
cially clear indirect and direct interactions were observed
between the highly inhibitory OE and the most suscepti-
ble OA genospecies. Overall, strains that produced
more-inhibitory supernatants tended to grow better in
other strain supernatants, while strains that had particu-
larly facilitative supernatants, grew worse in the superna-
tants of the other strains. Based on correlation analyses,
we found that interactions were potentially associated
with differences in strains’ metabolic capacity and the
presence of multiple different homoserine lactone
quorum-sensing biosynthesis gene clusters. In addition,
a non-random distribution of different quorum-sensing
systems across genospecies was identified, while OE
strains harboured Vicibactin siderophore synthesis gene
with the highest sequence similarity with the reference
gene, which could have provided an advantage in iron
competition. This work highlights the importance of
genetic diversity and relatedness for explaining pheno-
typic differences in facilitative and competitive interac-
tions between coexisting R. leguminosarum genotypes
and genospecies. Such variation could affect both the
composition and functioning of rhizosphere microbial
communities and potentially the likelihood of symbiotic
establishment by the relatively more frequent genotypes
(Schwinghamer and Brockwell, 1978; Oresnik
et al., 1999; Denison and Kiers, 2004; Blanco
et al., 2010).
Indirect inhibitory and facilitative supernatant interac-
tions were significantly influenced by genospecies effects
and predominantly driven by the inhibition of OA strains
by OE strains. This is in line with previous studies that
have associated Rhizobium signalling molecules found in
cell-free supernatant with growth inhibition and potential
for symbiotic establishment (Bladergroen et al., 2003;
Sanchez-Contreras et al., 2007; Checcucci et al., 2017).
However, the significance of these interactions has not
previously been investigated at the genospecies level.
While previous studies have found that bacterial popula-
tion diversities can differ depending on agricultural man-
agement (Palmer and Young, 2000; Depret et al., 2004;
Schmidt et al., 2019), no significant effects on indirect
competitive interactions were found between gen-
ospecies C isolates from organic or conventional man-
agement practices. Furthermore, we are unable to be
certain that any genetic differences between the organic
and conventional isolates are necessarily due to the dif-
ferences in farming management regimes due to the mul-
titude of confounding variables associated with
environmental origins. Overall, the strength of the com-
petitive and facilitative interactions varied greatly across
all pairwise strain combinations and depended on inter-
actions between specific strains (Fig. 2).
Interaction differences between genospecies observed
in this study are interesting, as genospecies-exclusive
phenotypes have not been previously reported (Kumar
et al., 2015). One explanation for these patterns could be
genetic relatedness, which could affect the strength and
balance of competitive and facilitative interactions. In
support for this, we found that indirect competitive inter-
actions between genospecies were more strongly associ-
ated with genetic relatedness compared to within-
genospecies strain interactions (Fig. S2B; Tables S5–
S6). Previous research has suggested that genetically
related bacterial strains will exert relatively stronger com-
petition towards each other through resource competition,
because they are more likely to share similar metabolic
pathways, exhibiting overlap in their resource niche
(Griffin et al., 2004; Foster and Bell, 2012; Russel
et al., 2017). However, we found no correlation between
metabolic similarity and genetic similarity of core genes,
and despite some genospecies level patterns, even
closely related individual genotypes varied considerably
in how they interacted (Fig. 2A). Other studies have also
shown no association between genetic relatedness and
competitiveness of bacterial interactions (Foster
and Bell, 2012). Furthermore, it is possible that competi-
tive interactions were largely driven by variation in acces-
sory genome content, that varies extensively between
and within genospecies and often includes specialized
adaptive functions like metabolism-related genes
(Crossman et al., 2008; Mazur et al., 2013; Ormeño-
Orrillo and Martínez-Romero, 2013; Kumar et al., 2015;
Cavassim et al., 2020).
While a large variation in metabolic capacity was iden-
tified across strains, no substrate was found to be exclu-
sively metabolized by a single genospecies (Fig. S8),
which supports previous findings (Kumar et al., 2015).
Strains showed the greatest phenotypic variation in
amino acid metabolism and general carbohydrate metab-
olism, such as sugars, as reported previously (Wielbo
et al., 2010), but also in phosphate carbon sources,
which has not been observed before (Fig. 4C and D). OE
strains were able to metabolize the greatest number of
single substrates and displayed the highest metabolic
capacity across 31 single substrates measured. This
result supports the hypothesis that OE strains can effi-
ciently deplete nutrients in the complex TY medium, act-
ing as generalists and subsequently produce
supernatants that are poor at supporting the growth of
other strains. Correspondingly, OA strains showed lower
metabolic capacity and metabolized fewer substrates in
general. As a result, OA strains likely left more nutrients
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unutilized in the supernatant, which could explain the rel-
atively high facilitation of other strains. These results
could be explained by resource specialization for OA
strains, which has been observed at both intra- and inter-
species levels in bacterial communities (Evans
et al., 2020; Nuccio et al., 2020; Schreiber and
Ackermann, 2020). High metabolic versatility is likely to
be advantageous for bacterial survival in the soil, helping
the strains to metabolize more diverse plant-secreted
compounds and nutrients in the bulk and rhizosphere
soils (Wielbo et al., 2010; Mazur et al., 2013). In the case
of rhizobia, cross-feeding could also improve strains’
chances to establish symbiosis with legumes, if it
increases their survival and relative abundance in diverse
microbial communities (Bruno et al., 2003; Silva
et al., 2019).
While clear direct inhibition was observed at both gen-
ospecies and genotype levels, it was not clearly linked
with genetic similarity. OE strains were the most capable
of producing inhibition zones and could inhibit all but one
of the OA strains. Genospecies C strains seemed to be
the most resistant to inhibition overall. Furthermore, the
strength of inhibition was found to vary at the level of indi-
vidual strains, and we observed two discrete inhibition
zone sizes, suggesting two potentially distinct mecha-
nisms of inhibition (Fig. 2B; Fig. S7). Direct inhibitory rhi-
zobial interactions have been observed previously, driven
by the production of bacteriocins and activity of quorum-
sensing associated mechanisms (Hirsch, 1979; Joseph
et al., 1983; Schripsema et al., 1996; Oresnik
et al., 1999; Lithgow et al., 2000; Wilkinson et al., 2002;
McAnulla et al., 2007; Joshi et al., 2008). We suggest
that the large inhibition zone sizes are caused by AHLs,
and the smaller inhibition zones likely produced by larger
bacteriocins or other higher molecular weight molecules.
For example, R. leguminosarum strains have been
shown to produce three types of bacteriocins called
small, medium and large due to their molecular weights
and diffusion properties (Hirsch, 1979; Sanchez-
Contreras et al., 2007). Small was later found to be a
quorum-sensing AHL linked with co-transcriptional growth
inhibition, and medium was found to be an RTX-like pro-
tein (Hirsch, 1979; Schripsema et al., 1996; Oresnik
et al., 1999; Lithgow et al., 2000). The greater susceptibil-
ity of three OA strains (SM144A, SM154C, SM145B) to
inhibition by other strains, and their larger inhibition zone
diameters (Fig. 2B), could be explained by the presence
of quorum-sensing traI, traR and bisR genes (Fig. 5B),
which confer greater sensitivity to 3OH-C14:1-HSL (small
bacteriocin), leading to growth inhibition (Hirsch, 1979;
van Brussel et al., 1985; Gray et al., 1996; Schripsema
et al., 1996; Wilkinson et al., 2002; Wisniewski-Dyé and
Downie, 2002; McAnulla et al., 2007). The sensitive OA
strains do not inhibit each other, despite having the cin
genes, and this is consistent with the cin genes being
downregulated in strains containing the bisR/traI/traR
pathway in R. leguminosarum (McAnulla et al., 2007).
Furthermore, Rhizobium strains produce the greatest
diversity of QS molecules known among soil bacteria,
suggesting a wide range of potential interactions between
strains (Cha et al., 1998; Wisniewski-Dyé and
Downie, 2002). All the 24 strains used in this study con-
tained the ‘master regulator’ of downstream rhizobial
AHL quorum-sensing pathways: cinI/R (Lithgow
et al., 2000). However, large variation in the presence of
downstream inducer and regulator quorum sensing
genes, such as rhiI/rhiR, raiI/raiR and traI/traR, also likely
contributed to the differences in facilitative and inhibitory
interactions (Lithgow et al., 2000; Wisniewski-Dyé and
Downie, 2002; Sanchez-Contreras et al., 2007). For
example, both inducer and regulator genes for the rhi
and rai quorum sensing pathways were found together
only in Rlt gsC strains (CC and OC) (Fig. 5B), but have
previously been identified in R. etli and R.
leguminosarum symbiovar viciae and phaseoli strains
(Wisniewski-Dyé et al., 2002; Edwards et al., 2009;
Downie, 2010). These two pathways display some level
of redundancy as they can produce some of the same
AHLs and could influence nodulation efficiency and sym-
biotic capacity (Cubo et al., 1992; Rodelas et al., 1999;
Wisniewski-Dyé et al., 2002; Wisniewski-Dyé and
Downie, 2002). The redundancy of quorum-sensing sys-
tems in rhizobia could also potentially provide some resil-
ience to inhibitory quorum-sensing mechanisms imposed
by other rhizosphere bacteria. In addition, analysis of
196 Rlt strains confirmed a non-random pattern
of quorum-sensing genes across different genospecies,
such as the presence of rhi quorum-sensing genes only
in gsC strains, suggesting genospecies may utilize differ-
ent combinations of competitive interaction mechanisms
in the rhizosphere (Supplementary File 2). Together,
these findings suggest that sensitivity to direct inhibition
by other strains could have been mediated by both
quorum-sensing pathways and bacteriocin production
(Hirsch, 1979; Wilkinson et al., 2002; Wisniewski-Dyé
and Downie, 2002). As these pathways also regulate root
adhesion, symbiosis plasmid transfer and growth in rhizo-
spheres of nodulated legumes, rhizobial competition
could also indirectly affect the symbiotic capacity of
strains through pleiotropy (Wilkinson et al., 2002;
Wisniewski-Dyé and Downie, 2002; Danino et al., 2003;
He et al., 2003; McAnulla et al., 2007).
Comparative genomics was further used to explore the
production of secondary metabolites. All five OE strains
were found to contain one Vicibactin siderophore NRPS
gene cluster, whereas NRPS clusters were completely
absent in OA strain genomes (Table S13). The fhuBCD
genes, encoding a Vicibactin siderophore uptake system,
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were found in all strains but with a higher percentage
identity in OE strains compared to OA strains which could
be indicative of potential sequence differences which
may influence binding-specificity towards Vicibactin
(Fig. 5A; Supplementary File 2). In addition, analysis of
196 Rlt strains confirmed that the Vicibactin synthase
gene, vbsS, was present in all gsB and gsE strains, and
was also found in some gsA strains (Fig. 5A; Supplemen-
tary File 2). Vicibactin can be used by R. leguminosarum
strains to sequester iron from rhizosphere environments
and is associated with productive symbioses, as iron is
vital for successful nitrogenase function (Heemstra
et al., 2009; Geetha and Joshi, 2013; Wright et al., 2013).
The sequestering of iron from the growth environment
can provides siderophores with antimicrobial-like quali-
ties, as it prevents the growth of other strains with less
effective siderophores or lacking the cell-specific side-
rophore receptors (Kramer et al., 2019). Despite the
resource complexity of TY broth, it is also an iron-limited
medium, and therefore, Vicibactin production by OE
strains could have provided a competitive advantage
compared to other strains.
It will be important to validate these observed strain
interactions in natural and rhizosphere soil communities
in the future. While our results suggest that OE strains
could be highly competitive, their frequency is relatively
low in white clover nodule populations across Europe,
while the gsC strains are often the most abundant
(Kumar et al., 2015; Cavassim et al., 2020; Moeskjaer
et al., 2020). Relatively higher frequencies of gsE strains
have however been observed in pea and faba bean nod-
ules (Boivin et al., 2020), which suggest that their abun-
dance could also depend on the specific legume host.
Overall, the observed link between rhizobial genotypes
and phenotypes, could potentially be explained by local
adaptation and niche specialization, enabling strains to
coexist in sympatry within the competitive rhizosphere
environment (Hunt et al., 2008; Oakley et al., 2010;
Koeppel et al., 2013). In support for this idea, genotypic
differences between strains have been found to influence
competitive interactions, further affecting colonization,
spatial distribution and functionality of microbial
populations (Becker et al., 2012; Braga et al., 2016;
Speare et al., 2018; Koch et al., 2020; Wang
et al., 2021). Such hypotheses could be tested in the
future by quantifying strain interactions in the presence of
plants to directly test how selection by strain competition
and host-mediated selection drive rhizobial evolution.
Moreover, recent advancements in sequencing technolo-
gies for strain genotype identification, such as the MAUI-
seq high throughput amplicon sequencing method (Fields
et al., 2020) or strain ID tagging (Mendoza-Suarez
et al., 2020), could be used to discriminate different
genotypes in rhizosphere microbial communities. Another
crucial area for future investigation would be to induce
targeted mutations in the quorum-sensing pathway genes
that are putatively involved in the direct interactions
observed within this study, which could confirm whether
the specific quorum-sensing mechanisms are influencing
these direct strain interactions. In a broader perspective,
our results suggest that competitive and facilitative inter-
actions could potentially be important ecological mecha-
nisms driving and maintaining R. leguminosarum
diversity. In addition to species richness, intra-species
diversity could thus also play an important role for the
functioning of microbial communities.
Experimental procedures
Rhizobial strains
Twenty-four Rhizobium leguminosarum symbiovar trifolii
(Rlt) strains isolated from organic farms and a conven-
tional plant-breeding trial across Denmark were selected
from the NCHAIN Rlt isolate collection (Cavassim
et al., 2020). Strains were genetically characterized based
on core gene phylogeny as genospecies (gs) A, C and E
(Kumar et al., 2015) and further labelled into four catego-
ries based on environmental source: organic gsA (OA,
n = 6), organic gsC (OC, n = 7), organic gsE (OE, n = 5)
and conventional gsC (CC, n = 6) (Table S19). A whole-
genome average nucleotide identity (ANI) value greater
than 95% is commonly accepted to equate to a DNA–
DNA hybridization value of 70%, and therefore, strains
with <95% ANI values are often considered to belong to
distinct species (Goris et al., 2007). We used a slightly dif-
ferent measure of ANI based on 441,287 shared single
nucleotide polymorphisms in 6529 genes present in at
least 100 strains (Cavassim et al., 2020). Within-
genospecies ANI averaged 97.8% and ranged between
96.8%–99.9%. Between-genospecies ANI averaged
90.3% and ranged between 90.2%–90.4%. A species
phylogeny of the 24 strains was generated from Cavassim
et al. (2020)s 196-strain phylogeny, which was based on
the concatenation of 305 core genes using the neighbour-
joining method. The tree from Cavassim et al. (2020) was
pruned for the 24 strains with the drop. tip() function from
R phytools package and replotted with the plotTree() func-
tion. Strains were routinely cultured on Tryptone Yeast
(TY) agar or liquid medium during the experiments.
Determining indirect rhizobial interactions using TY
supernatant assay
Potential facilitative and inhibitory pairwise strain interac-
tions were determined indirectly based on each strain’s
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growth in the supernatant of every other strain. Strains
were revived from frozen glycerol stocks in 40 ml of
Tryptone Yeast broth (TY broth: 5 g tryptone, 2.5 g yeast
extract, 1.47 g CaCl2 per litre volume) for 48 h (28C,
180 rpm) and 600 μl from each 40 ml culture was saved
for later use as an inoculum. The remaining culture was
centrifuged (10 min, 4000 rpm) and the supernatant
was filtered through a 0.2 μm syringe filter. An equal vol-
ume of fresh 100% TY broth was added to produce a
50:50 supernatant-broth mixture (supernatant treatment)
for each strain. Supernatant treatments thus accounted
for the resource consumption and secreted metabolites
by one strain, both of which could affect the growth of
other target strains grown in said supernatant treatments.
In addition, strains were grown in 100% TY and 50% TY
(1:1 of 100% TY and deionized water) broth control treat-
ments. The 50% TY control treatment was used to deter-
mine a strain’s minimum expected growth from a
supernatant treatment if the supernatant invoked no
inhibitory effects on growth. This is because the amount
of added TY broth is the same in 50% control and super-
natant treatments. A 100% TY control treatment was
used to ensure strains grew well in a complex nutrient
medium and any observed reductions in growth were
either due to lower nutrient broth concentrations (50% TY
control) or inhibitory metabolites within the supernatant
treatments (Fig. 2A).
To start the growth assays, 200 μl of each 1:1
supernatant-broth mixture were added to 96-well plates
with five replicates per strain. Supernatant treatments
were inoculated with the initial inocula (0.2 μl) using a
sterilized microplate pin replicator (Boekel). One well of
each supernatant treatment was inoculated with water as
a no-growth control. Strains were grown at 28C and
OD600 measurements (Tecan Infinite spectrophotometer)
were taken at 0 h and after 24, 39, 48 and 62 h after
strain inoculation as a proxy of growth. A total of 624 inoc-
ulant-supernatant combinations were analysed, including
100% and 50% TY treatments. Relative growth indices
(RGIs) were calculated for all strains in all supernatant
treatments after 62 h growth when strains were
approaching carrying capacity (Fig. S10). RGIs were cal-
culated as the ratio of the growth of strain i in strain j’s
cell-free supernatant in relation to growth in its own
supernatant for each combination (Fig. 1C; Fig. 2A;
Fig. 3; Fig. 4B; Figs S2-S4; Fig. S7).
Therefore, a value of 1 indicates strain i grows equally
well in the supernatant of strain j as in its own superna-
tant. If a strain grows to a higher optical density in
another strain’s supernatant than its own, it receives a
score of >1 (i.e., displays facilitated growth from strain
j supernatant). The converse is assumed if strain i grows
to a lower optical density in strain j supernatant, than
when grown in its own. An RGI more than 1 suggests
that nutrient resources are left behind by a strain, or that
metabolites excreted by a strain can be used for addi-
tional growth by another strain. An RGI less than 1 could
suggest that the majority of nutrient resources available
have been consumed by a strain; therefore, offering no
additional nutrients than a 50% TY control treatment.
Alternatively, it could suggest that a strain has secreted
inhibitory metabolites that prevent growth of other strains.
Therefore, to only evaluate the effect of resource con-
sumption on rhizobial growth, additional RGIs were calcu-
lated by comparing a strains’ growth in each treatment
compared to when grown in the 50% TY control treat-
ment (Fig. 1C; Fig. S5).
Determining direct rhizobial interactions in co-cultures
using spot assays on TY agar plates
Direct inhibitory pairwise interactions (interference com-
petition) between rhizobium strains were determined by
spotting a liquid culture of each strain on a bacterial lawn
of every other strain (Fig. 1D). Level of inhibition was
determined as the inhibition halo diameter of the bacterial
lawn around the spotted bacterial colony. For the assay,
strains were grown in 5 ml TY broth for 48 h at 28C.
Optical density of cultures showed strains had grown to
0.055–0.09 OD600. OA strains had significantly higher ini-
tial culture spot inoculum ODs compared to other gen-
ospecies groups (Kruskal–Wallis: chi-squared = 20.036,
df = 3, p < 0.001). However, a simple linear regression
confirmed that no significant association was observed
between the size of the inhibition zone around the culture
spot and the optical density of the inoculum used for the
assay (Fig. S11; coeffinoculumOD: 6.47, p > 0.05).
Four-hundred microlitres of culture was then mixed
with 40 ml of soft TY agar (7.5% grams of agar per 1 l
volume) and plated in square petri-dishes and left to cool.
Two plates of soft agar were made for each strain and
12 strains were spotted on each plate. In addition, uni-
noculated 100% TY soft agar plates were used as a con-
trol. Two microlitres of each rhizobium culture was
spotted onto the plates. Also, a control uninoculated TY
broth spot was placed in the corner of each plate as a
control to ensure no inhibition was observed from the
sterile broth alone. Plates were incubated at 28C and
imaged with digital camera at 24, 48 and 72 h.
The inhibition zone diameters and culture spot diame-
ters were compared to identify if the growth of the spotted
strain correlated with the level of inhibition. A very weak
positive correlation was identified (Pearson’s correlation
R statistic = 0.34, p < 0.001) and a simple linear regres-
sion found inhibition zone diameters increased by
2.187 mm on average for every 1 mm increase in culture
spot diameter (coeffspotdiameter: 2.187, p < 0.001). How-
ever, this relationship was heavily biassed by a few
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strains producing small inhibition zones (Fig. S12A).
When these samples were removed, the resulting corre-
lation weakened (Pearson’s correlation R statistic = 0.17,
p < 0.01; Fig. S12B) and a simple linear regression iden-
tified that association with inhibition zone diameter
reduced to 1.288 mm on average for every 1 mm
increase in spot diameter (coeffspotdiameter: 1.288,
p < 0.01). To control for the growth of the spotted bacte-
rium, the diameter of the spotted bacterial culture was
subtracted from the diameter of the inhibition zone in all
analyses. Inhibition zone diameters were calculated by
subtracting the Feret diameter of the culture spot from
the Feret diameter of the inhibition zone using ImageJ
(v.1.52 k). All strain lawn and spot combinations were
measured in three technical replicates (with the exception
of strains SM137B and SM122A where two replicates
were used, and strain SM152B where one spotting repli-
cate was used). All replicates were used to calculate
average mean inhibition zones for all pairwise strain
combinations.
Characterizing the metabolic capacity of rhizobial
genotypes
To determine differences in metabolic capacity, all strains
were grown on 31 single substrates using EcoPlates
(Biolog Hayward, CA, USA). The 31 single substrates
were defined into the following resource type groups:
amines, amino acids, carbohydrates, carboxylic acids,
complex carbons, and phosphate carbon and water as a
control (Table S11). All amino acids are assumed to be
available in TY broth as subcomponents, and although
other single substrates may not likely be present within
TY broth, they provided additional understanding of a
strain’s metabolic potential. One replicate was generated
for each strain, therefore, strains were grouped by gen-
ospecies, and substrates were grouped into above-
mentioned resource type groups (Table S11), to enable
statistical analysis.
Before measurements, all strains were grown in 10 ml
TY broth for 48 h (28C, 180 rpm), centrifuged to form a
pellet and re-suspended into 10 ml PBS buffer, and incu-
bated for 2 h at room temperature. One-hundred micro-
litres of bacterial suspension was added to each of the
31 Ecoplate carbon sources and water control wells.
Reduction of tetrazolium dye within each carbon source
well occurs when microbes can metabolize the resource
and subsequently respire. Plates were incubated at 28C
and OD590 measurements of the developed dye colora-
tion were taken at 72 h. ODs were normalized by sub-
tracting the control water well OD from the substrate well
ODs for each strain (Fig. S8). Strains generating normal-
ized OD values greater than 0 for a substrate well were
considered able to metabolize that particular substrate
(Fig. S8). To explore whether a strain had a broad
(resource generalist) or narrow (resource specialist)
resource use range, the total number of substrates
metabolized was counted and further used to calculate
the mean number of substrates metabolized per gen-
ospecies group. In addition, the average well colour
development (AWCD) of each strain was calculated to
reflect an overall metabolic capability of each gen-
ospecies. AWCD was calculated using 72 h OD590 mea-
surements of each well (Garland and Mills, 1991;
Garland, 2006): AWCD = [Σ(SC)]/n, where S is the
substrate well OD590 value, C is the control well OD590
value and n is the number of substrates (i.e., 31 for
AWCD across all substrate treatments). AWCD values
were also calculated for substrates grouped into six
resource-type groups (Table S11). Strain SM159
(OE) was removed from the analyses due to abnormally
high OD values likely due to contamination.
Comparative genomic analyses of candidate gene
clusters linked with strain interactions
To investigate potential genetic differences underlying
rhizobial interactions, we used comparative genomic ana-
lyses to explore the presence of genes linked with bacte-
riocins, quorum-sensing, secondary metabolism and
prophages using various pipelines. To compare the pres-
ence of different bacteriocins and quorum-sensing sys-
tems, we used BLASTn to search full genome
assemblies of the 24 rhizobial strains for genes (listed in
Table S14) known to be associated with these pathways
in Rhizobium leguminosarum (Schripsema et al., 1996;
Wisniewski-Dyé and Downie, 2002; Gonzalez and
Marketon, 2003; McAnulla et al., 2007). BLASTn outputs
were filtered to show only hits with an e-value less than
0.1. Genes were only considered present if hits spanned
the full length of the query sequence. If no full-length
matches could be identified for a gene in any strain, then,
partial matches were evaluated. To compare differences
in the presence of potentially important secondary metab-
olism clusters, such as antimicrobial compounds and
siderophores, secondary metabolite biosynthesis gene
clusters were searched using antiSMASH 5.0 with default
settings (Blin et al., 2019). All identified secondary metab-
olite clusters containing two or more genes were included
in the analysis, even if the cluster had no similarity to
specific known clusters. Clusters that antiSMASH identi-
fied to have 100% similarity to known secondary metabo-
lite clusters were displayed separately in the heatmap
(e.g., Vicibactin). fhuBCD genes, which encode the
Vicibactin siderophore uptake system, were identified
using BLASTn and reported as present if the subject
sequences had >90% percentage identity and matched
the full length of the three query gene
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sequences (Table S14). To compare the number of
potential prophage regions across genospecies groups,
putative prophage regions were searched using
PHASTER and identified as either ‘intact’, ‘incomplete’
or ‘questionable’ based on default parameter settings
(Arndt et al., 2016).
To evaluate whether the gene distributions in the
24 strains were representative of their distribution across
genospecies in a larger strain dataset, we further
searched with BLASTn for quorum-sensing, bacteriocin
and secondary metabolite associated genes in 196 Rlt
strains from Cavassim et al. (2020), which include the
24 strains used in this study (Supplementary File 2).
BLASTn outputs were filtered to show only results with
an e-value less than 0.1. BLAST hits were only included
in the analysis if they spanned the full length of the query
sequence. If for a gene no full-length matches could be
identified in any strain, then partial matches were evalu-
ated. Mean percentage identity and range for each gene
were calculated using R (Supplementary File 2). All query
sequence GenBank accession numbers can be found in
Table S14.
Statistical analysis
All analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team, 2017).
Multiple statistical approaches were used to analyse the
data, including mixed-effect models, likelihood ratio
(LR) tests and parametric bootstrapping of 95% confi-
dence intervals. Supernatant interactions where a strain
was grown in its own supernatant (therefore generating
an RGI of 1) were excluded from the analysis, to avoid
biassing data distributions. To analyse the effects of gen-
ospecies and farm treatment group on direct and indirect
interactions between strains, maximum likelihood
(ML) mixed-effect models were produced for both super-
natant assays, and spot plating assays, with lme4 R
package (v.1.1-21). For supernatant assays, inoculant
genospecies group (OA, OC, OE, CC) and supernatant
genospecies group were included as fixed effects, while
individual inoculant strain IDs and supernatant strain IDs
were categorized as crossed random effects. For spot
plating assays, liquid culture spot genospecies group
(OA, OC, OE, CC) and soft agar lawn genospecies
group were included as fixed effects, and similarly, indi-
vidual spotted strain IDs and soft agar lawn strain IDs
were classed as crossed random effects. LmerTest gen-
erated t-values, degrees of freedom and p-values for
fixed effect parameters in the models. To analyse the
effects of individual strains on direct and indirect interac-
tions between strains, the model containing both random
effects was compared by likelihood ratio (LR) test with a
reduced model with either inoculant strain ID or superna-
tant/soft agar strain ID random effect removed, using the
anova() R function. To identify genospecies group differ-
ences for each variable, genospecies groups were
ranked by average value, and the genospecies group
with the lowest value set as the intercept. Therefore, for
all variables in all models the intercept was set to the OA
genospecies group. First, the full models were generated
whereby fixed effects included an interaction. The signifi-
cance of the fixed-effect interaction was tested by the
likelihood ratio test using anova() by comparing the full-
interaction model with a reduced model with no interac-
tion. If chi-squared p-values were < 0.05, model fits were
determined as significantly different. In addition, the reli-
ability of the fixed effects was determined by parametric
bootstrapping of fixed effects as 95% confidence inter-
vals in the final models (bootMer and boot.ci with 1000
bootstrap replicates). Fixed-effect parameters with 95%
confidence intervals that spanned zero were considered
nonsignificant. In order to test whether some strains
influenced the observed interaction effects, specific
strains were removed, and the models were rerun to con-
firm fixed-effect parameters remained significant. To fur-
ther determine if OC and CC strains displayed significant
differences in inhibitory activity when acting as the inocu-
lant or supernatant/soft agar strain, the estimated mar-
ginal means of interactions from the mixed-effect model
were compared using emmeans package in R with Tukey
adjusted p-value correction applied.
To identify the overall trend across supernatant interac-
tions, Pearson’s correlation coefficient and simple linear
regression [lm() in R] were used. To investigate whether
genetic similarity of strains determined indirect interac-
tions, a multiple linear regression model was produced
observing how RGI was influenced by a three-way inter-
action between pairwise average nucleotide identity
(ANI), inoculant genospecies, and genospecies interac-
tion type (i.e., strains are the same or different gen-
ospecies). LR test was undertaken to test the difference
between the full model with three-way interaction against
the reduced model with ANI interaction removed.
Emmeans R package was further utilized to test for the
significance of interaction slopes from zero. Furthermore,
a Euclidean distance value for each pairwise strain com-
parison was calculated using the mean inhibition zone
diameters produced by spotted strains on each soft agar
lawn strain to represent the similarity of their inhibitory
capacity profiles across lawn treatments. The similarity of
inhibitory capacity profiles was then correlated with
pairwise strain ANI values using a simple linear regres-
sion in R (Fig. S6).
Non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis test was used to com-
pare metabolic capacities as a measure of AWCD
(across 31 single substrate treatments) and to determine
whether genospecies groups could metabolize a signifi-
cantly different number of single substrates. Dunn’s post-
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hoc test was used to identify direct differences between
groups from non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis tests with
Bonferroni adjusted p-values. We used phylogenetic
generalized least squares (PGLS) regressions from the
R caper package to determine the correlation between
strain’s RGI in supernatant treatments and metabolic
capacity (as a measure of AWCD across 31 single sub-
strate treatments, while accounting for phylogenetic
non-independence between the data points. The phy-
logeny generated for Fig. 1B was utilized to estimate
the phylogenetic impact on the covariance among
residuals and consequently correct for phylogenetic
relatedness. The ML estimate of the lambda branch
length transformation used to fit the model was set to
0.161 and likelihood ratio tests indicate that the ML esti-
mate was not significantly different from 0 (p = 0.2999),
but was significantly different from 1 (p < 0.001). Princi-
pal component analysis (PCA) was calculated with R
prcomp using singular value decomposition to calculate
principal components for explaining: (i) metabolic
capacity (AWCD) of Rlt strains across six resource type
groups; and (ii) the strain metabolic capacity across sin-
gle substrate treatments (i.e., not grouped). PER-
MANOVA using adonis() in the R vegan package was
used to test for significance of PCA clustering and sig-
nificant pairwise genospecies interactions were identi-
fied with post hoc testing using pairwise. Adonis() and
Bonferroni p-value correction.
To determine if there was a correlation between the
presence of the Vicibactin (Fig. 5A) and tra quorum-
sensing genes (Fig. 5B) in spotted or soft agar lawn
strains, and inhibition zone sizes observed in direct inter-
actions (Fig. 2B), we generated logistical regression
models using Markov Chain Monte Carlo Generalized
Linear Mixed Models (family = ‘categorical’) corrected
for phylogenetic relatedness between strains using the
MCMCglmm R package. We corrected for phylogenetic
relatedness of strains either acting as the spotted strain
or soft agar lawn strain using the phylogeny created pre-
viously (Fig. 1B), depending on whether gene presence
was being evaluated in spotted or lawn strains. Models
were run with a total of 5,050,000 iterations, of which
1000 iterations were sampled based on 50,000 burnings
and with a thinning interval of 5000. Due to the response
variable (gene presence) being binary, we used a fixed
residual variance of one, in the prior modifications. Fur-
thermore, to evaluate the significance of the non-random
distribution of gene presence across genospecies, Fish-
er’s Exact Test for Count Data were carried out on the
gene presence data for the 196 strains in R (Table S18;
Supplementary File 2).
All R scripts used for figure generation and statistical
analyses are available in the GitHub repository: http://
github.com/brydenfields/rhizobium_interactions.
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Supporting Information
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online
version of this article at the publisher’s web-site:
Figure S1. Correlations of relative growth index (RGI) com-
pared to Area under the Curve index (AUC index) and Maxi-
mum Growth Rate index. AUC index was calculated by
dividing the inoculant strain i’s mean AUC value when grown
in their own supernatant by their mean AUC value when
grown in strain j’s supernatant. Maximum Growth Rate index
was calculated by dividing the inoculant strain i’s mean Maxi-
mum Growth Rate value when grown in their own superna-
tant by their mean Maximum Growth Rate value when grown
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in strain j’s supernatant. Correlation was calculated by
Pearson’s correlation coefficient with R cor() function.
Figure S2. (A) Distribution of the relative growth index of all
strains grown in each other’s supernatants. Relative growth
index is calculated as described in the methods. Bin
size = 0.01 (B) Average nucleotide identity (ANI) of inter-
acting strains correlated to relative growth index (RGI) of
strain grown in other strain’s supernatant. Inoculant strains
interacting with a strain from another genospecies group are
indicated as ‘between’ genospecies interaction, whereas
strains of the same genospecies group interacting are indi-
cated as ‘within’ genospecies interaction. Lines of best fit
are calculated via linear model. C) The between gen-
ospecies group panel in b presented with the x-axis reduced
to view the inoculant genospecies groups at lower ANI
values.
Figure S3. The mean growth of Rlt strains in different super-
natants averaged over genospecies, and average gen-
ospecies inoculant inhibition zone formation on different soft
agar treatments. (A) Mean RGIs of genospecies groups (OA,
OC, OE, CC) inoculated (e.g., I-OA) into the supernatants of
other genospecies groups (e.g., Sup-OA). (A) Mean inhibi-
tion zone diameter (mm) of genospecies groups when liquid
cultures (e.g., Spot-OA) are spotted onto soft agar lawns of
other genospecies groups strains (e.g., Lawn-OA). Error
bars display 95% confidence intervals. Strain combinations
were grouped by genospecies inoculant group and gen-
ospecies supernatant/soft agar group.
Figure S4. (A) Mean RGIs of each genospecies group inoc-
ulants in all other strain supernatants. (B) Mean RGIs of all
genospecies group inoculants in each genospecies group
supernatant. (C) Mean inhibition zone diameter around each
genospecies group strains spotted on soft agar lawns of all
other strains. (D) Mean inhibition zone diameter of spotted
strains on each genospecies soft agar lawn. Error bars dis-
play 95% confidence intervals. Rhizobia strain combinations
were grouped by genospecies inoculant group and gen-
ospecies supernatant/soft agar group.
Figure S5. Relative growth indices (RGIs) of Rhizobium
leguminosarum symbiovar trifolii strains inoculated into each
other’s supernatants (1:1 mixture of supernatant and
Tryptone Yeast (TY) both) compared to their growth in 50%
TY. OA = organic genospecies A, OC = organic
genospecies C, OE = organic genospecies E, and CC =
conventional genospecies C.
Figure S6. Average Nucleotide Identity between spotted and
soft agar lawn strain correlated to Euclidean distance of
strain’s inhibitory capacity profile when acting as the spotted
strain. Inhibitory capacity profile was generated by calculat-
ing the Euclidean distance between strains based on the
mean inhibition zone sizes produced when acting as the
spotted strain on each soft agar lawn strain. Regression
lines are fit by linear model.
Figure S7. Growth in supernatant correlated to size of inhibi-
tion zone on soft agar. If strains are able to produce an inhi-
bition zone, it is more likely that they have a larger inhibition
zone on a strain’s agar lawn if they grew well in that same
strain’s supernatant. Mean Relative Growth Index of strain
i as inoculant in the supernatant of strain j (n=5) correlate to
the mean inhibition zone diameter (mm) produced by strain
i on soft agar lawns of strain j (n<=3). Regression lines are
fit by linear model.
Figure S8. Metabolic capacity of 23 Rhizobium
leguminosarum symbiovar trifolii strains on 31 single sub-
strate growth treatments. Ability to metabolize substrates
was determined using Biolog Ecoplates and measuring
OD590 nm of tetrazolium dye in each well. OD590 nm
values were normalized by subtracting control well OD
(water) from the substrate well OD after 72 h growth. Values
of 0.00 OD590 nm or less were identified as no observable
substrate metabolism (red), values of more than 0.00
OD590 nm were considered to have putative capacity to
metabolize the substrate (blue).
Figure S9. Principal Components analysis for metabolic
utilization of each Ecoplate substrate by 23 Rlt strains.
(A) Each point represents a Rhizobium strain and is
coloured and grouped by genospecies group. PC1
accounted for 38.9% of the variance, and PC2 23.6%.
(B) The association of the variables with the first two prin-
cipal components, which are coloured by percentage con-
tribution of each specific variable to the first two principal
components. OA = organic genospecies A, OC = organic
genospecies C, OE = organic genospecies E, and CC =
conventional genospecies C.
Figure S10. Growth curves of 24 Rhizobium leguminosarum
symbiovar trifolii strains grown in each other’s supernatants
in pairwise combinations. Data were grouped by gen-
ospecies and farm treatment categories. Strains were addi-
tionally grown in 100% and 50% Tryptone Yeast (TY) broth
as controls. Optical density (OD600) of strains was measured
for 62 h, and values were normalized by subtracting the 0 h
time point optical density. Error bars represent one standard
error of the mean. Headings indicate the source of the
supernatant, colours indicate the growing strains. OA =
organic genospecies A (n = 6, blue), OC = organic gen-
ospecies C (n =7, dark green), OE = organic genospecies E
(n = 4, pink), and CC = conventional genospecies C (n = 6,
light green).
Figure S11. Optical density of strain inocula used for liquid
culture spotting compared to inhibition zone diameter pro-
duced from culture spot on soft lawns of all other strains.
Inhibition zone diameter was calculated by deducting the
Feret diameter of the culture spot from the Feret diameter of
the inhibition zone. Points are coloured by the genospecies
grouping of the inoculum strain.
Figure S12. (A) Correlation between the diameter of the inhi-
bition zone (mm) and the diameter of the liquid culture spot
(mm) after 72 h growth. (B) Correlation between the diame-
ter of the inhibition zone (mm) and the diameter of the liquid
culture spot (mm) after 72 h growth after removal of liquid
culture spots with a diameter of less than 1 mm.
Table S1. Linear mixed effects models for supernatant indi-
rect inhibition assay. Model formula: Mean Relative Growth
Index  inoculant group *supernatant group + (1jinoculant
strain) + (1jsupernatant strain).
Table S2. Linear mixed effects models for supernatant indi-
rect inhibition assay, with strains SM154C and SM168A
removed. Model formula: Mean Relative Growth Index 
inoculant group * supernatant group + (1jinoculant strain) +
(1jsupernatant strain).
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Table S3. Estimated marginal means of genospecies super-
natant effects on genospecies inoculant growth. Estimates
are calculated based on the full model.
Table S5. Linear regression model for Supernatant Relative
Growth Index against genetic relatedness of interacting
strains (Average Nucleotide Identity). Model formula: Mean
Relative Growth Index  Average Nucleotide Identity * inoc-
ulant group * genospecies interaction.
Table S6. Estimates of slopes of the ANI covariate trend for
each level of inoculant genospecies and genospecies inter-
action type (i.e. between genospecies or within genospecies)
for indirect supernatant interactions. Estimates are calcu-
lated based on the full model. These slopes can be viewed
in Figure S1B.
Table S7. Linear mixed effects models for spot plating direct
inhibition assay. Model formula: Mean inhibition zone diame-
ter  spot group * lawn group + (1jspot strain) + (1jlawn
strain).
Table S8. Estimated marginal means of genospecies soft
agar treatment effect on inhibition zone formation by different
genospecies spotted inoculants. Estimates are calculated
based on the full model
Table S9. Estimated marginal means of genospecies spot-
ted inoculant inhibition zone formation on different gen-
ospecies soft agar lawn treatments. Estimates are calculated
based on the full model.
Table S10. Parametric bootstrapping of fixed effects 95%
confidence intervals for indirect supernatant (Table S1,
Table S2) and direct spot plating (Table S7, Table S8)
models.
Table S11. Ecoplate single substrate growth treatments
grouped into 6 resource type groups.
Table S12. PERMANOVA of strains’ metabolic capacity for
6 resource type groups based on average well colour devel-
opment of 31 single substrate growth treatments. Gen-
ospecies groups correspond to OA, OC, OE and CC.
Table S13. The number of secondary metabolite biosynthe-
sis gene clusters identified in 24 Rhizobium leguminosarum
symbiovar trifolii strains. antiSMASH was used to identify the
gene clusters, and putative clusters were only counted if
gene cluster regions contained at least 2 identifiable metabo-
lite biosynthesis related genes. Clusters with 100%
antiSMASH similarity to other known clusters were reported
as individual columns in the table (e.g., Vicibactin). fhuBCD
genes were identified using BLASTn and reported as pre-
sent if the gene was identified within a strain with > 90% per-
centage identity and matching the full length of the query
sequences. Strains are divided into 4 genospecies/
environmental origin groups; OA = organic genospecies A,
OC = organic genospecies C, OE = organic genospecies E,
and CC = conventional genospecies C. T3PKS = Type III
polyketide synthases, Hserlactone = Homoserine lactone
cluster, Fused = Pheganomycin-style protein ligase-
containing cluster, NRPS = Non-ribosomal peptide synthe-
tase cluster.
Table S14. GenBank accessions of known quorum sensing,
bacteriocin and secondary metabolite associated gene
sequences. QS refers for quorum sensing; NRPS refers to
non-ribosomal peptide synthase.
Table S15. Percentage identity of Rhizobium
leguminosarum bacteriocins and quorum sensing genes
found in 24 Rlt strains to reference sequences
Table S16. Markov Chain Monte Carlo Generalized Linear
Mixed Model Logistical Regression with phylogenetic correc-
tion evaluating the association between tra quorum sensing
system presence in either the spotted strain or soft agar
lawn strain and inhibition zone size of strain combinations in
direct interaction experiments. G-structure accounts for ran-
dom effect variance, R-structure accounts for residual vari-
ance, and fixed effects are also labelled. Number of sampled
iterations = 1000, Number of Burning iterations = 50000,
Thinning = 5000, Number of total iterations = 5050000. DIC
= Deviance Information Criterion. Priors were set with the
following R code: prior1 <- list(R = list(V = 1, fix = 1), G =
list(G1 = list(V = 1, nu = 1, alpha.mu = 0, alpha.V = 1000),
G2 = list(V = 1, nu = 1, alpha.mu = 0, alpha.V = 1000))).
Model formulas can be found in the R scripts deposited on
the github page: http://github.com/brydenfields/
rhizobium_interactions.
Table S17. The number of putative prophage regions identi-
fied in 24 Rhizobium leguminosarum symbiovar trifolii
strains. Prophage regions were identified using PHASTER,
which assigns a completeness score to identified regions
based on the proportion of phage-related genes within the
region; ‘intact’, ‘questionable’ or ‘incomplete’. The strain
can be divided into 4 genospecies/environmental origin
groups; OA = organic genospecies A, OC = organic
genospecies C, OE = organic genospecies E, and CC =
conventional genospecies C.
Table S18. Fisher’s Exact Test for Count Data carried out
on each individual gene to test whether the distribution of
gene presence across genospecies A–E is significantly dif-
ferent from a normal/random distribution in the 196 strain
dataset from Cavassim et al. (2020).
Table S19. Twenty-four Rhizobium leguminosarum sym-
biovar trifolii strains isolated from Trifolium repens nodules
across Danish farm sites. OA = organic genospecies A, OC
= organic genospecies C, OE = organic genospecies E,
and CC = conventional genospecies C.
Supplementary File 2 Table 1. Percentage identity of Rhi-
zobium leguminosarum bacteriocins, quorum sensing and
secondary metabolite associated genes found in 196 Rlt
strains (Cavassim et al., 2020) including the 24 strains used
in this study. Mean and range calculations were only based
on subject sequences which span the full length of the query
sequence. If no full-length sequence matches were found,
and only partial matches were found in all strains, then the
partial sequence match percentage identies were used.
BLASTn outputs were filtered to only show hits with an
evalue less than 0.1. *multiple gene copies present in
strains, and therefore percentage identities for all gene cop-
ies were included in mean and range calculations. For each
gene, the number of strains within multiple gene copies
within each genospecies are as follows: raiI: gsC = 9 strains,
rhiR: gsC = 2 strains.
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